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Philip will provide a personal reflection on the theme of how to engage with C Suite clients, 
providing insight into how to develop longstanding relationships with senior client management that 
elevates agency partners into key business advisors. He will also share the methods and specific 
action plans that he employed to manage global relations at the highest level across many years 
with the ultimate deliverable being topline growth for both the client and the agency.  
 
The need for such methodology and continuous engagement is urgent. The definition of “C Suite” is 
shape shifting and changing focus and the ability of agency management to find a place at the top 
table of a client business is receding. Fast. And competitors are aggressive, compelling and coming 
from some unlikely (and likely) places. 

 

About Philip 

 
Philip has spent his career working in some of the most accomplished agency networks and holding 
companies. He has also had the privilege of leading multiple global client businesses including Jaguar 
Land Rover, ReckittBenckiser, Kellogg’s and Bayer, amongst many. 
 
Philip most recently held the role of a WPP Team Leader for Bayer and was a J Walter Thompson 
Global Business Director. He has held multiple senior management roles & responsibilities within 
these organisations and also worked for the Bates Group, the Lowe Group and Grey. 
 
Now performing the role of CEO at the Parkwood Consultancy, Philip is a Board Advisor to clients in 
the entertainment, healthcare & wellness, financial services and insurance industries. He provides 
the same experience to agencies based in the US, Germany and Scotland, is a Non-Executive Director 
of a start up in the baby products sector and is a mentor of senior managers within agencies and 
client organisations. 

 


